**FULL INTERVIEW WITH NEW EDINBORO UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT**  
Tuesday, July 23, 2019

"I wanted to help the university grow so it becomes a destination for many students and families."  
* Erie News Now

---

**Clarion University SBDC collaborates on 'Big Idea'**  
Tuesday, July 23, 2019

Ben Franklin Technology Partners, DuBois, in collaboration with Clarion University's Small Business Development Center and other partners, is looking for tech entrepreneurs, developers or small manufacturers who are creating innovative new products, processes or software applications for its "Big Idea" contest.  
* TheDerrick.com

---

**College students learning about milkweed, caterpillars with hands-on experience**  
Tuesday, July 23, 2019

Photojournalist Tom Gregory met up with a group from East Stroudsburg University studying the plant and some of the insects drawn to it.  
* Tom Gregory / WBRE-TV

---

**Other State System News**

**WHYY:** Amid ‘critical’ times for HBCUs, leaders share fundraising ideas in Dover *(Cheyney mentioned)*

**THEDERRICK.com:** In-house task force details ‘holes, warts’ in need of work at Clarion University

**Higher Education News**

**CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION:** The pipeline to public service is broken. Can colleges fix it?